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“Hey! The cup is full! Why do you keep pouring tea?”

“Like this cup, you are full,” replied the Zen master.

“I can teach you nothing. Empty the cup you must.”

Unlike the Zen scholar, my cup is empty and held out, ready for the master to pour tea. As the Tao De Ching teaches, emptiness is what makes the cup useful. If inquiry is an empty cup, then I can pose the following: What happened in a final project that fostered teaching for understanding?

Sudden death of a Director at Edward Waters College made it necessary for the professor of record to take over administrative duties. That created a need to hire an adjunct professor to finish the last three weeks of the spring 2008 semester. Students had been studying learning theories for 11 weeks and were preparing oral and written reports for final assessments. What they needed was a specific way to organize thinking.

After collaborations with the professor of record, psychology department chair, and provost of the college, it became clear that I needed to design the project with Harvard University’s teaching for understanding (TfU framework. (Perkins and Unger, 1999) That would increase coherence among the six think tanks (workshops) comprising the project.

Also, students needed a specific approach to for interactive instruction. For this task, Howard Gardner’s MI approach served as an instructional design theory that required thinking in every phase of the session. The MI approach encouraged students to create intellectual products that made their thinking visible. (Gardner, 1999)
Finally, David Perkins, Gardner’s colleague and fellow senior researcher at Harvard University, created the knowledge as design system for critical thinking. His method gave students a mental tool for understanding the respective learning theories the professor of record had assigned. (Perkins, 1986) Thus, two instructional design theories (one for designing, the other for delivery) rooted the final project in teaching for understanding. Additionally, Perkins’ “knowledge as design” method of critical thinking became the specific tool students would ultimately use to organize thinking in their final oral and written reports.

Instructional Design

Project Zero (PZ) researchers in collaboration with classroom teachers all over the world had been developing the (TfU) framework for over a decade. TfU enabled me to set down a generative topic to focus instruction, a throughline to embed a value in each think tank, two related understanding goals to specify what learners must know, understanding performances to specify what learners must do to show what they know, and ongoing assessments to make visible what learners learned—a performance view of understanding. (Blythe, 1998; Perkins & Unger, 1999)
Thus, the design features for my application of the TfU framework became the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TfU Feature</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generative Topic</td>
<td>Curriculum idea of interest to students and the facilitator</td>
<td>“Analyzing Learning Theories”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Througline</td>
<td>Core idea repeated throughout the project or course</td>
<td>“All learning integrates thinking and doing.” (Senge et al, 2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Understanding Goals| Desired disciplinary knowledge                                | 1. Understand how to analyze ideas with the knowledge as design method of critical thinking.  
2. Understand how to organize thinking in a report about a learning theory. |
| Understanding Performances | What students do to show understanding as well as build new understanding | 1. Students complete a KWL learning log on an article about knowledge as design.  
2. Students deliver oral reports organized with knowledge as design. |
| Ongoing Assessments| How the facilitator and students see performances of understanding | Students receive value neutral feedback in each think tank and the oral reports. Thus, they can self adjust; i.e. improve performances of understanding. (Wiggins, 1977) |

(Perkins & Unger, 1998)
Instructional Delivery

Secondly, Howard Gardner’s MI approach served as the method for delivering instruction in each of the six think tanks (workshops). Drawing on his multiple intelligences theory, the MI approach offered a structure with an almost infinite number of activities to foster deeper disciplinary understanding; each activity had been set in one or more of his nine intelligences. (Gardner, 1999, 2006) If the course had been for a whole semester instead of just three weeks, activities set in each of the nine intelligences would have touched each student’s intelligence profile. Each student would have engaged theories of learning with the lenses of verbal linguistic, logical mathematical, musical, visual spatial, naturalistic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, bodily kinesthetic, and existential intelligences. (Gardner, 2006) In the case, of the three week project, needs of the students required emphasizing verbal linguistic intelligence, primarily.

For example, in the first think tank, the entry point was a verbal linguistic intelligence activity using a specific method of critical thinking to analyze an ordinary object for purpose, structure, model case, and arguments. Students used Perkins’ knowledge as design to analyze a cell phone at four levels of depth:
Next, as a powerful analogy, they performed Maya Angelou’s poem “When great trees fall.” Within the context of the “echo poem game,” students echoed my dramatic reading of lines from the poem until they had performed the entire poem. Then, each young scholar selected one of four knowledge as design questions and completed a quick write strategy, writing for five minutes on the question. These activities were set in verbal linguistic intelligence with a touch of interpersonal intelligence.

David Perkins, a Harvard University researcher and former co-director of Project Zero Research Center, authored the knowledge as design method of critical thinking in the 1980s. He said any human made object or idea is a “structure adapted to a purpose.” Therefore, any human made object or idea has a purpose, structure, model case, and argument. (Perkins, 1986)
That meant at least four knowledge as design questions could shape an analysis of Maya Angelou’s poem:

- Why did Maya Angelou write this poem? (purpose)
- How does she connect the great trees to great souls? (structure)
- How do great trees such as Asa Hilliard still impact on us? (model case)
- How might each of us impact on the future of psychology? (argument)

Student responses in the quick write strategy spread across the four questions. So they, collectively, analyzed all four levels of the poem as an idea and drew (Gardner, 1983, 2006)

Finally, in multiple representations—the third part of Gardner’s MI approach—students completed a KWL learning log about an article that expanded their understanding of knowledge as design. (Gardner, 1999) The KWL drew on verbal linguistic, visual spatial and interpersonal intelligences. (Gardner, 1983)
Instructional Outcomes

At the half way point in the final project, students were ready to apply knowledge as design to psychological ideas such as theories of learning. The professor of record had already assigned them to selected theories so each young scholar had the task of using purpose, structure, and model case, and argument—knowledge as design—to organize an analysis of a given learning theory. They had to write their own questions. For example, the simple “what is it for” question became, in one case, “Why did Skinner create his theory of operant conditioning?” Another student analyzed Piaget’s stage theory of cognitive development. This student asked, “Why did Piaget want to know how children developed cognitively?” Both students, thus, wrote purpose questions as well as questions for structure, model case, and argument. (Perkins, 1986) In turn, the questions shaped their answers and, thus, the oral reports.

During the final examination week, students delivered oral reports for both the professor of record and me. We gave each scholar value neutral feedback (Wiggins, 1977) along the lines of a two part protocol:

1. What I appreciate about the talk is ____.

2. What you might do if you had a chance to deliver this talk again is ____.

We invited students to also give each fellow speaker feedback by using the protocol. So peers assessed each other in a way that framed improving performance and not just evaluation. (Wiggins, 1977) Grades, in fact, were reserved for the written report and came under the charge of the professor of record.
In all, teaching for understanding boiled down to the use of specific frameworks for designing and delivering instruction. At the heart, “understanding” involved using knowledge in new ways. That was how the PZ researchers at Harvard University saw the idea. (Blythe, 1998; Perkins, 1999) Whereas, teaching for understanding had meant helping students to use knowledge in new ways. (Blythe, 1998; Perkins, 1998; Perkins and Unger, 1999; Gardner, 1998; Fluellen, 2002, 2007) Students used their knowledge of knowledge as design to organize thinking about a learning theory in this final project. They experienced briefly what Vito Perrone once called an “education of power and consequence.” (Perrone, 1998)
Observations

So what happened in a final project that fostered teaching for understanding? One outcome of the project was that 8 of the 10 oral reports students delivered that day did use knowledge as design to organize thinking about a given theory of learning. The eleventh student enrolled in the course showed up at the end of the final exam period reserved for the orals. However, as an outcome, 805 of students succeeded. They used the knowledge as design method. But if rated with a 4 point rubric for oral delivery, the quality of their oral reports would have ranged from proficient to needs improvement (3 to 1 on a rubric).

Ideally, to enhance a performance of understanding, each report would have been treated as a trail run or (as Peter Senge likes to say) a “prototype.” (Senge, et al, 2004) After the value neutral feedback, (Wiggins, 1977) students would have turned the reports into power point slide shows and presented them in a mini conference. More students might have scored advanced and proficient (4 and 3 respectively on a 4 point rubric for delivering informational oral reports).

Another observation bears noting. Nine of the 10 reports relied on secondary sources represented in the course text book. Only one student gathered primary documents to support the talk. This student’s report was on Gestalt psychology. The student had pasted on a poster board pictures of founders, texts downloaded from the Internet, and pictures illustrating Gestalt concepts such as figure/ground. However, there was no evidence the student had evaluated the sources—a key to information literacy. (ALA, 1989) Nor was the student’s use of knowledge as design explicit so the analysis suffered. Thus, the ideas in the report, though interesting, appeared to be almost random, making the report lack coherence. Yet, relatively speaking, it was the most ambitious of the reports
because of the obvious use of digital electronics to find primary sources in contrast with the reliance on secondary ideas from text books as evidenced in the other reports.

As for the class as a whole, the reports indicated that students needed more instruction along the lines of information literacy to go beyond the secondary sources provided in a single text book. American Library Association’s landmark presidential (1989) defined information literacy as the capacity to know when information is needed and then to locate, evaluate, and create information. That means what did not happen in the final project was equally interesting as an outcome.
Conclusion

A final observation bears noting as well. The “Theories of Learning” course drew heavily on old views, mostly rooted in behaviorism. The curriculum left out constructivist theorist including more in depth attention to Vygotsky and Piaget. It left out the family of teachable intelligences theories: Gardner, 1985, Sternberg 1986, Langer, 1989, Perkins, 1995). It left no room for weaving in brand new insights emerging from brain research. (See Carl Zimmer’s “The search for intelligence” in Scientific American, October 2008.) Students who were education and psychology majors needed a deeper course to prepare for graduate school or professional work as college graduates. So the course content needed a major make over.

In the case of Edward Waters College, an institution that began life in 1866 with the main purpose of educating former slaves, such a make over challenge might begin with a brand new, 21st Century theories of learning course—one to model how other courses might be designed. That would mean creating a process for changing the course even more than creating a product. Such a model course would hold constant three factors of power teaching (teaching for understanding, information literacy, and Gardner’s five minds of the future) (Fluellen, 2007; 2008), but it would include variable content always in construction as new insights about a discipline continued to emerge from research and practice. That would mean creating what Peter Senge and his colleagues called a “prototype” in their book Presence: Human purpose and the field of the future.
People often believe that you need to know how to do something before you can do it. If this were literally true, there would be little genuine innovation. An alternative view is that the creative process is actually a learning process, and the best we can possibly have at the outset is a hypothesis or tentative idea about what will be required to succeed. (Senge et al, 2004)

As Edward Waters College strives to become a top 100 institution of higher education, its larger purpose, a new empty cup becomes: How might power teaching help to create a prototype 21st Century psychology course for college students? Such an empty cup holds implications for all the courses offered at the college.
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Best known for his “fifth discipline” which provide a systems view of learning organizations in businesses and more recently school, Peter Senge with his colleagues at MIT have created a new idea about learning organizations. U theory provides an explanation of deep learning in sustainable organizations. In brief, the U has three parts. In the first part the individual or organization soaks up knowledge of the field. Then, the person or organization can become the knowledge and experience the stillness needed to foster insights. Insights or decisions can then come naturally the way a Kung Fu master acts without thinking. Finally, the insight or decision becomes realized. The U is not static so it can repeat many times. In addition, two other core ideas from the authors are these: “prototype” as an innovation to Work out over time and this new view of learning: “all learning integrates thinking and doing.”


Learners need feedback in order to learn well. That is the core idea of this article. But not any feedback works well. What works best, the researcher argues, is value neutral feedback—discussion of performances without the sting of judgment, using a standard and describing what the learner did and did not do eye to eye with the standard. The researcher says such feedback must be followed by the learner’s self adjustment more than just self assessment. The learner must have an opportunity to perform the desired work again to improve performance.
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